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DISCLAIMER 

This document was prepared as an account of work sponsored by the United States 
Government. While this document is believed to contain correct information, neither the 
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assumes any legal responsibility for the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of any 
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necessarily constitute or imply its endorsement, recommendation, or favoring by the· 
United States Government or any agency thereof, or the Regents of the University of 
California. The views and opinions of authors expressed herein do not necessarily state or 
reflect those of the United States Government or any agency thereof or the Regents of the 
University of California. . 
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CORlOLIS INTERACTIONS :O{ ODD-ODD WCLEI.: .ArD.~42m. ALPHA DECAy 

F. Asaro, 2>i. C" Michel; S .. G. Thompson and I. petime.ri 

Un::tv. of Ca.llf"." i,e:wrence Radiation Le.boratory.1 Berkeley~ Ca.lU., U.S.A. 

. 242m Nuclear ':spectroscopic studies of the alpha decay of k:A have led 

to t11e identification Of new excited states and gamma. ray trans! tions in 

Np238. All of the observed levels campar~ favorably 'Wi~h the predictions 

i"rom odd-mass n~lei. rus is especialJ,y'true tor the observed znaments of 

inertia. 

A number of the gamma. ray int,ensities were interpreted in terms of 

Coriolls interactions between states. having cawmon neutron and proton quasi

particles and. differing in K by 1. Moat of the other ga.mma ra.y intensities 

could be related. to transitions in odd.-mass nuclides. .For some transitiona 

it,''WS.s necessary to postula.te expla.nations involving multiple-order Coriolis 
// 

//effeets and res1duaJ. neutron-proton intera.ctions. 

/' 
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;e1i (A.K. Kerman), . 
CQRIOLIS ~ONS IN ODD-ODD NUCLEI: .Am242m. ALPHA DECAY 

F. Asaro~ M. C. Mi(!hel.# S. G .. Thompson end I. Perlma:n 

Un1v. of Callf'., Lawrenee Rad1a.tion Laboratory, l3erkeley, Callt.,U.S.A. 

In an earlier report on the alpha decay scheme of km.242m, it 'WaS 

Gbow that the low-lying energy levels of Np2,38and,some of the transition 

probabilities could be d,e$cribed in terms of ;proton and neutron quasi-

~ 242m 
particle states. In too present study b.dd1tional measut'em.ents on Am 

aJ.:pha decay have led to a better understanding of' some of the interactions 

;preaent in odd.-odd. nuclei.' Thi.a Np 2,38 energy level. scheme and qua.s1-

particle aSSignments are show in ;Fig.':~1.'.·( ~ Also show ere cal.cule.ted 
, ' 238 

energies ot the intrinsic levels inNp • These are simply SUlllS of the 

odd""neutron and. odd-proton values 'With a splitting of 50 keY for 

n,(p) ± n(n), a value found ex;perimentally in AItJ.242.. It is sean that the 

the predicted levels occur in the ri8ht order and the calcul.ated energies 

are accurate to -70 keY ~ The moments of inertia. 'Were also cs.lcru.la.ted for 

the various rotational banda by subtraction of the appropriate even-even 

value from the SUlli of the odd-proton and. odd-neutron values. As shown 

in the :figure the agreement with the observed values is excellent. 

iF- 1 ncmblt .-17- $ill iilIIL 1 

The reduced transition probabilities for those transitions 1n NP238 

/ 

in 'ihich only one quasi particle changes its nuc~a1"' quantum numbers are 

a.ll roughly consistent 'With the odd-mass val.ues end 'Will not be di$cussed 

:f'u:rther here. other t;ypes of tra.na1tions involving changes in both quasi

particle states should. be prohibited for pUre states. It is seen in'the .. 

figure toot this latter type 01 d.ecay occurs to a mar~ed d.egree in the 

de ... excitation of the ,.; (I<llI) level to the 2+ (KIt) band. The relative 

intensities of' these gemma rays, ho'Wever, vary by over an order ot magni

tude from the expectations for, parent tuld daughter statea 'Ylith pure K. 

Thus these states !:lust contain a.pprecia.ble admixtures of It vaJ.ues other 
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than the indicate.d. principal assi{9ltllellt.S., The two K values tor bands M.b 

2+ and }+, dif:f'e~ by only oueun1t of' angular momentum, and hence would 

be expected. to interact via the Coriolia force.. For tMse bands" 'Which 

have a common n :;;: 1/2 neutron sta.te,. the matrix element of the interaction 

is eque.l to the.decotq)ling )?aX'ameter. This "Would aJ.so be true for the 2-

and } .. bands of' B'Z. vIe were thus able to calculate the relative intensi

ties of the varioll.8 gs.mma rays de-exciting the 3'" state -wi"t,h respect to 

'the 49.4 keV El ga.trm:Ja ray. I'/e haw aaaux:aed a Coriol1s matrix element of 

-0.4, 'Ihien is the average of t.he Pu239 and if'5 decoupling parameters 

for neutron state Z 0 In addition we e.seumed toot levels at 215 and :259· 

keY) ~h1ch were indicated by aom~what dubious alpha groUPSI are indeed the 

2-3 and 2-4 states. The resulting theoretical intensities fbr the E1 

gamma rays to the :2 ... 2; '2. + 3, and :2 + 4 states are 103, 6.0, o.nd 1.5 
, 

per cent respectiveJ.y, in reasonable agreement "d.th the exper:f..m.ental values 
. f"--/ 

// 2.1, 5.8 , and ..vl.3{?) pcr cent .. 

/ // 

'This Coriolis mechanism can be further investigated by conSidering 

the transitions de ... exc:1,tine; the 6-6 state. The 122 keY E2 transition 

/' between the 6-6 and :?-4 levels has e. retardation factor of onl.y'6 over the 

single pa:rt1cle value" although such s. K-forbidden transition 'Would be 

expected to be retarded by aoout a factor of 100. This effect may be 

explained by an interuction between. the very close-l:y1ng 6-6 and 3-6 levels 

'Which 'Would cause the 122 k.eV E2 to be collectively enhanced. With this 

assumption we calculated intensities of the El transitions deaexciting 

the 6-6 state to the 3 + 5 aud 2 + 5 states to be 1.1 and 0.3 per ceut 

respectively. The eood agreement 'With the obsenred w.lues, -2 and -0.3 

per cent, belps confirm the interpretation of a Coriolis interaction 00-

t"leen the bands AZ and between bands BZ. T'ne a.dmixture (0.10 per cent 

Ylhen ,sqlla.:red) between the 6-6 and 3...6 states is not as nicely understood .. 

. .: ,--,~, . 
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In as:i:rnilar odd-mass e:xampl.e, two cl.olile-l.y1ng states 1n C:r5l with 

~ = ; interacted via a multiple-order Coriolia interaction with an 

admixture of 0.2 per, cent. A s1m1lar mechanism (coupled to neutron

proton residual interactions) may be responsible 1'or the Np238 admL'tture. 

The transition between BY and AX also involves a change in both 

quas1-particle states. Small admixtures of the order of -l per cent 

of states ex or AV in state BY would. be suf'ficient to explain the ob-

served minimum transition probability. H. 14a.ng and N. IC. Gl.endenning 

bave calculated a residual neutron-proton interaction matrix 'element 

between the states ex and BY to be ..,100 k~V # which is sufficiently large 

/ 
/t6 g1ve the required admixture. 
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FIGURE CAPT!ON 

Fig. 1. 
.. 238 

Energy level scheme of Np • The dashed quantities and those 

in parentheses are either uncertain or not directly observed • 
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Half life Odd-proton Nilsson states 

ltV f n!..'! 1- (BX 6+6) (l0-9 s ) 
C 3/2 +[ 6 5 I tJ 

BY< 
8 512 - [ 5 2 3J ] 

6 I 410 A 5/2 'f [ 64 2 t J 
69 lilY 

NI Odd - neutron Nilsson states 

< I 
Y 5/2-[152t] 
, 112 +[62H] ---1 

87- X 112-[743t] , . 

301 (AX) 6-6 E I 6 301 ... 50 AX Y 5/2 + [S2 H] U1 
• 

211 " 5t5r 
Z 1/2+[63"J 

Odd-odd states 

136 5 2 34 !.!! nr Energy(KeY) 1l2/2:r(KCY) 

. 154 I BZ calc . lli· co Ic. !!11.:. 

ex 6t 388 464 
4 180 1+ 338 

165 ~ :1: BY 5- 338 344 5.49 5.48 

136 
0- 288 

121 AI. 
6.0 AX 1- 318 

49.4 6 - 268 301 

13t3~~ _L~~ 110 

106 
AT 0+ 272 

86.6 .... 65 5+ 222 276 

86:
1

" 936

2 t 3 

AZ 8Z 2- 117 ... 180~ 5.43 5.5~ 

3- 67 136 5:43 5.5 c: 
25.6 AZ 3+ 50 87 4.27 4.3 '0 

-~ 
0 H 0 0 4.27 4.27 -r-
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This report was prepared as an account of Government 
sponsored work. Neither. the United States, nor the Com
mission, nor any person acting on behalf of the Commission: 

A. Makes any warranty or representation, expressed or 
implied, with respect to the accur~cy, completeness, 
or usefulness of the information contained. in this 
report, or that the use of any information, appa
ratus, method, or process disclosed in this report 
may not infringe privately owned rights; or 

B. Assumes any liabilities with respect to the use of, 
or for damages resulting from the use of any infor
mation, apparatus, method, or process disclosed in 
this report. 

As used in the above, "person acting on behalf of the 
.Commission" includes any employee or contractor of the Com
mission, or employee of such contractor, to the extent that 
such employee or contractor of the Commission, or employee 
of such contractor prepares, disseminates, or provides access 
to, any information pursuant to his employment or contract 
with the Commission, or his employment with such contractor. 






